There have been few investigations of the link between changes in life-course socioeconomic position (SEP) and cognitive decline or incidence of dementia. The authors examined the impact of changes in life-course SEP on incidence of dementia and cognitive impairment but not dementia (CIND) over a decade of follow-up. Participants of Mexican origin (n ¼ 1,789) were members of the Sacramento Area Latino Study on Aging cohort. Incidence of dementia/CIND was ascertained by using standard diagnostic criteria. SEP indicators at 3 life stages (childhood, adulthood, and midlife) were used to derive a measure of cumulative SEP (range, 0 to 8) and SEP mobility. Nearly 24% of the sample maintained a low SEP throughout life. Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals were computed from Cox proportional hazards regression models. In fully adjusted models, participants with a continuously high SEP had lower hazard ratios for dementia/CIND compared with those with a continuously low SEP at all 3 life stages (hazard ratio ¼ 0.49, 95% confidence interval: 0.24, 0.98; P ¼ 0.04). In age-adjusted models, participants experienced a 16% greater hazard of dementia/CIND with every 1-unit increase in cumulative SEP disadvantage across the life course (hazard ratio ¼ 1.16, 95% confidence interval: 1.01, 1.33; P ¼ 0.04). Early exposures to social disadvantage may increase the risk of late-life dementia.
Americans. In the present analysis, we examined the association between life-course SEP trajectory and incident dementia and cognitive impairment but not dementia (CIND) in a cohort of older Mexican Americans.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population
Participants in this analysis were members of the Sacramento Area Latino Study on Aging (SALSA) cohort. SALSA is a longitudinal cohort study of 1,789 communitydwelling Mexican Americans residing in California's Sacramento Valley who were 60-101 years of age at baseline in [1998] [1999] . The study population and the participant recruitment procedure have been described elsewhere (41) . SALSA was approved by the institutional review boards of the University of Michigan and the University of California, Davis. Clinical data were collected about participants in home visits every 12-15 months for a total of 7 follow-up visits. Participants reported health conditions and lifestyle and sociodemographic risk factors. Participants with dementia/CIND at baseline (n ¼ 155) were excluded from this analysis, and the remaining participants (n ¼ 1,634) were followed for an average of 6.3 years (standard deviation, 3.1). Monitoring of participants deaths is still ongoing.
Measures
Dementia/CIND diagnosis. A multistage screening process was used. In the first stage, the Modified Mini-Mental State Examination, a 100-point global cognitive test (42) , and the Spanish and English Verbal Learning Test, a memory word list recall test (43) , were administered. If participants scored below the 20th percentile on either test or if their Modified Mini-Mental State Examination or Spanish and English Verbal Learning Test scores declined by more than 8 points or 3 points, respectively, from the previous examination, participants were referred for further neuropsychological testing. In the second stage, the neuropsychological test battery (Spanish and English Neuropsychological Assessment Scales) (44) and the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly were used to determine the need for further neurologic examination on the basis of the following criteria: a score !3.40 on the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly and a score below the 10th percentile on at least 1 of the Spanish and English Neuropsychological Assessment Scales tests, a score below the 10th percentile on at least 4 Spanish and English Neuropsychological Assessment Scales tests, or a score >4.0 on the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly. In the third stage, neurologists and neuropsychologists diagnosed potential cases of dementia based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (45) and the National Institute of Neurologic and Communicative Disorders and Stroke-Alzheimer Disease and Related Disorders Association (46) criteria. Participants were classified as normal, cognitively impaired but not demented, or demented. Participants with dementia were subject to further magnetic resonance imaging and laboratory tests. In the present analysis, dementia and CIND were combined into a single outcome, dementia/CIND.
Life-course SEP. We included measures from 3 life stages. Parental educational level and occupation, food deprivation while growing up, and childhood sibling mortality were measures of childhood SEP. As conceptualized here, participant's educational attainment and lifetime occupation were measures of early adulthood and midlife SEP, respectively. Both maternal and paternal educational levels were classified as low (less than elementary school) or high (elementary school or beyond). Maternal occupation was classified as low (manual or housewife) or high (nonmanual), as was paternal occupation (manual or unemployed vs. nonmanual). Participants reported how often they did not have enough to eat while growing up, and their responses were coded as low (ever lacked enough to eat) or high (never). Participants reported whether any of their siblings died in childhood, and those answers were classified as present or absent. Participants with no siblings (1.93%) were classified as having no sibling mortality. All childhood SEP variables were assigned a score of 0 (high SEP) or 1 (low SEP) and then added together into a composite measure that estimated overall childhood SEP. Total childhood SEP score (range, 0-6) was split at the median and recoded into 0 (high SEP) or 1 (low SEP). Participants' educational levels were obtained by asking them how many years of education they completed, and the responses were classified as low (less than elementary school) or high (elementary school or beyond). Participants reported their major lifetime occupation, which was classified as low (manual, unemployed, or housewife) or high (nonmanual).
A 4-level SEP trajectory measure was created, with each level representing a distinct trajectory from childhood to early adulthood and midlife (Figure 1 ): 1) low SEP at all stages (referent category; low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP); 2) downward SEP (high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; or high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP); 3) upward SEP with low educational level (low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP or high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP); and 4) high SEP at all stages or upward SEP with high educational level (high childhood SEP, and high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP or low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP) (47, 48) . Given the established importance of education in predicting dementia/CIND (1-4, 6-7, 14, 49-52) , participants with an upward SEP with a high educational level were separated from those with a low educational level. Furthermore, those with high educational levels were merged with participants whose trajectory was always high because they had statistically similar hazards of dementia/CIND.
Cumulative SEP disadvantage. A variable measuring cumulative disadvantage (range, 0-8) was constructed by summing dichotomous childhood, early adulthood, and midlife SEP measures. A higher score represents a greater disadvantage.
Covariates
Native country was categorized based on participants' reports of their country of birth. Participants either were born in the United States or were born in Mexico or another Latin American country and then immigrated to the United States. Nearly all immigrants were born in Mexico. Nativity was coded as US-born or Mexican-born. Participants reported their past-month household income, which was split at the median and classified as low (income <$1,500) or high (income !$1,500). Fasting blood glucose levels were measured and blood pressure was monitored at each home visit. Incidence of diabetes was ascertained as a self-report of having received a diagnosis from a medical doctor, use of diabetes medication, and/or a fasting glucose level !126 mg/dL (53) . Hypertension was ascertained as a self-report of having received a diagnosis from a medical doctor, use of medication, a systolic blood pressure >140 mm Hg, and/or a diastolic blood pressure >90 mm Hg (54) . A stroke event was ascertained as a self-report of having received a diagnosis from a medical doctor, including hospitalization for stroke. Anthropometric measures such as height (in cm) and weight (in kg) were measured. Body mass index (weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared) was derived and classified as normal (<25.0), overweight (25.0-29.9), or obese (!30). Waist circumference (in cm) was measured and classified into sex-specific tertiles, the values of which were then combined for men and women. Participants reported whether they had health insurance, their baseline smoking status (ever or never), and their alcohol consumption (never, <2 drinks/week, or !2 drinks/week).
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS, version 9.2 (55) . Cox proportional hazards models were used with the PHREG procedure to examine the risk of dementia/CIND. Participants contributed observed time at risk beginning with their enrollment in the study (56) . Time was considered as participants' age (57) , and accordingly an entry point (age at enrollment) and an ending point (age at dementia/CIND diagnosis or censoring) were modeled in an attempt to address left-truncation, the time at which participants contributed unobserved time at risk. Ties were handled using the discrete option, which assumes no underlying ordering for 2 events that occur at the same time. Participants without a dementia/ CIND diagnosis by the end of the study period were censored at the age of their last available contact. A total of 27 deaths with dementia listed as a cause occurred during the study period and were identified from mortality surveillance. These participants were censored at their age of death.
Cox proportional hazards models were used to examine bivariate associations between covariates, selected based on the literature, and the risk of dementia/CIND. A series of Cox proportional hazards models were also used to evaluate the associations between life-course SEP measures and the risk of dementia/CIND and were adjusted for age, income, alcohol consumption, diabetes, and stroke. Inclusion of covariates at the multivariate level was based on their association with dementia/CIND at the bivariate level and their association with life-course SEP. Hazard ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and 2-sided P values were computed. Interactions between nativity, age at enrollment, and lifecourse SEP measures were tested separately. These interactions were not significant and were not included in the final models. Monthly household income often declines with retirement and is not an accurate measure of past income. It was not included in the SEP trajectory but was adjusted for as a covariate in the multivariate analyses. We differentiated between diabetic participants who were treated and those who were untreated. Indicator variables for treated, untreated, and nondiabetic (reference) subjects were used. Incidence rates of dementia/CIND (per 1,000 person-years) by SEP trajectory were calculated by dividing the number of dementia/CIND cases in each SEP trajectory by the number of person-years at risk contributed by participants within that trajectory.
Data imputation
Before data imputation, one-fourth of the participants had missing data at any point during the study follow-up time.
Most of this was due to death (n ¼ 522). We performed sensitivity analyses using the nonimputed SALSA data set. Similar conclusions were found, with unchanged statistical significance compared with the analysis using multiple imputations. A multiple-imputation approach was performed for the entire SALSA data set to accommodate incomplete data points. It was a sequential regression multivariate imputation approach that conditions on all observed variables as predictors (58, 59) . The different imputations were run in a cyclic manner that overwrote previously drawn values and built interdependence between the imputed values. By using all available variables, the multiple-imputation approach provided less biased estimates while improving efficiency compared with other alternative analytical approaches, such as the listwise deletion analysis. Although such alternative approaches assume that data are missing completely at random, an assumption that is rarely valid in epidemiologic studies (60) , the sequential regression multivariate imputation approach used in this analysis imposes a less restrictive assumption. The efficiency of the estimates levels off after the production of a few imputed data sets (58) , and thus 5 imputations were produced for the SALSA data set by using Imputation and Variance Estimation Software (61) . Data from baseline and 6 follow-up examinations were used in this analysis.
RESULTS
Incidence rates of dementia/CIND are presented in Table 1 by SEP trajectory. A total of 234 participants developed dementia/CIND over the study period, for an overall incidence rate of 23.0 per 1,000 person-years at risk. Whereas dementia/CIND incidence rates were lowest among participants with high SEP trajectories, incidence rates were highest among those with low SEP trajectories, followed by those with upward SEP trajectories with low educational levels and those with downward SEP trajectories. Figure 2 illustrates the adjusted survival curves to dementia/CIND diagnosis by SEP trajectory based on age at diagnosis. Participants with high SEP trajectories showed better survival curves than did those with low SEP trajectories. Participants with upward SEP trajectories with low educational levels or downward SEP trajectories had curves similar to those of participants with low SEP trajectories.
Baseline life-course socioeconomic characteristics of the study population are presented in Table 2 , both overall and by SEP trajectory. Most of the participants had a manual occupation and a past-month income <$2,500. The majority of the participants had mothers and fathers with less than an elementary education, and most fathers had a manual occupation. Nearly all mothers worked at home. Over 21% of the participants experienced food deprivation when growing up, and 49.3% reported death of a sibling in childhood. Overall, participants experienced a mean cumulative SEP disadvantage of 5.4 (standard deviation, 1.5). SEP variables differed significantly across the 4 SEP trajectory groups. Participants with more disadvantaged SEP trajectories were more likely to have parents with low educational levels and manual occupations, to have experienced food deprivation when growing up, and to have experienced childhood sibling mortality.
Baseline characteristics of the study population and their bivariate associations with dementia/CIND from Cox proportional hazards models are presented in Table 3 . Participants had a mean age of 70.1 years at enrollment (standard deviation, 6.7 years). The majority of participants were women, and about half of the participants were born in Mexico (45%) or another Latin-American country (5.5%). At baseline, nearly all participants reported having health insurance. The majority of the participants smoked and consumed alcohol. Higher alcohol consumption was associated with a lower hazard of dementia/CIND compared with no alcohol consumption. Over two-thirds of the participants were either overweight or obese. About a third of the participants had diabetes at baseline, over two-thirds had hypertension, and 7.7% reported a baseline stroke. Being treated for diabetes was associated with a greater hazard of dementia/CIND compared with those without diabetes. Baseline stroke was associated with a greater hazard of dementia/ CIND. We further examined the associations between individual SEP factors and risk of dementia/CIND. Participants with lower SEP characteristics showed increased hazards of dementia/CIND compared with those who had higher SEP Abbreviations: HHH, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HHL, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; HLH, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HLL, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LHH, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LHL, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LLH, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LLL, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; SEP, socioeconomic position.
a Low SEP was the reference category.
characteristics, with statistical significance only for early adulthood SEP (Appendix Table 1 ). Table 4 shows the results of multivariate Cox proportional hazards models for the association of SEP trajectories with dementia/CIND. In the age-adjusted model (model 1), participants who maintained high or upward SEP trajectories with high educational levels had lower hazards of dementia/CIND than did participants who maintained low SEP trajectories. Although not significant, participants with downward SEP trajectories had lower hazards of dementia/CIND than did those with low SEP trajectories. In the fully adjusted model (model 2), the hazard of dementia/CIND among participants who maintained high or upward SEP trajectories with high educational levels increased slightly (0.43-0.49) but remained significant compared with participants who maintained low SEP trajectories. The hazards of dementia/CIND for participants in other SEP trajectories remained nonsignificant. The hazard of dementia/CIND was lower in participants who consumed alcohol than in those who never consumed alcohol. The hazard of dementia/CIND was greater among diabetic subjects who were being treated than among nondiabetic participants and among participants with reported stroke than among those who had not had a stroke.
For the measure of cumulative SEP disadvantage, the hazard of dementia/CIND increased by 16% with every increase in 1 unit of SEP disadvantage in the age-adjusted model (model 1) (hazard ratio ¼ 1.16, 95% confidence interval: 1.01, 1.33; P ¼ 0.04). In the fully adjusted model (model 2), the association between cumulative SEP disadvantage and dementia/CIND was attenuated (hazard ratio ¼ 1.12, 95% confidence interval ¼ 0.97, 1.30; P ¼ 0.12).
DISCUSSION
In the present study of a population-based sample of older Mexican Americans, we found evidence of an association between life-course SEP and the risk of dementia/CIND. In comparison with participants who maintained low SEP trajectories, those who maintained high SEP trajectories or had upward trajectories with high educational levels had a 51% lower risk of dementia/CIND. Participants with low educational levels who experienced upward trajectories and participants with downward trajectories had a risk of dementia/ CIND similar to that of participants who maintained low SEP trajectories. Increased cumulative socioeconomic disadvantage was associated with increased risk of dementia/ CIND in age-adjusted models. Adjustment for alcohol consumption and cardiometabolic risk factors attenuated the associations between trajectories of SEP and risk of dementia/CIND.
Our results from the SEP trajectory analyses support the well-established literature that has reported that childhood experience is not the only determinant of late-life cognitive health; life-course socioeconomic experiences also play a role (7, 47, 48, 52, (62) (63) (64) . The late-life effects of a participant's disadvantaged childhood on dementia/CIND may be buffered by upward mobility in later life stages. High educational attainment in particular may provide a buffer, as marked by the lower hazard compared with those who maintained low SEP trajectories. The protective effects of an advantaged childhood or early adulthood may be diluted by downward mobility in later life stages, as marked by the similar hazard compared with those with low SEP trajectories. These findings are in agreement with previous studies that examined cognitive outcomes, one of which examined Alzheimer disease. In a community-based longitudinal study of Swedish participants !75 years of age, Karp et al. (13) found significant associations between occupationbased socioeconomic mobility and risk of Alzheimer disease. These associations became nonsignificant after accounting for educational level. Results from the SALSA study (34) found that older Mexican Americans with more advantaged childhood-to-adulthood SEP trajectories experienced slower cognitive decline as measured by using the Modified Mini-Mental State Examination and short-term verbal memory test than did those with disadvantaged trajectories. Results from a population-based study among middle-aged Finnish men (47) showed that the effect of childhood SEP disadvantages on cognitive function may be buffered by upward mobility in later life stages. Similarly, Luo and Waite (48) showed an association between life-course SEP mobility and cognitive function among participants !50 years of age in the Health and Retirement Study.
Further results from the SEP trajectory analyses provided evidence that educational level plays a uniquely important role in the pathway linking life-course SEP and dementia/CIND who maintained acts as a decisive transition in one's life-course trajectory. Whereas participants with upward trajectories with high educational levels had hazard coefficients similar to those of participants who Abbreviations: HHH, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HHL, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; HLH, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HLL, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LHH, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LHL, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LLH, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LLL, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; and SEP, socioeconomic position.
a Data are expressed as mean (standard deviation).
maintained high SEP trajectories, participants with upward trajectories with low educational levels did not differ from those who maintained low SEP trajectories. We also examined the impact of education on the downward trajectory by comparing those with high and low educational levels. Participants with high educational levels had lower hazards of dementia/CIND than did those with low educational levels (data not shown). A growing body of literature describes the protective effect of educational attainment on cognition and dementia/CIND (1-4, 6-7, 14, 49-51). A stimulating learning exposure at early stages in life may result in better brain development due to increased neuronal branching and synaptic density (65, 66) . At older ages, maintenance of cognitive function is more common than neurogenesis. Early experiences may contribute in old age to ''brain reserve'' or capacity through compensating strategies that help to maintain function and delay the clinical manifestation of dementia/CIND. Results from the cumulative SEP disadvantage analyses showed a relation between continuity of disadvantaged exposure over the life course and risk of dementia/CIND in age-adjusted models. Our results are in agreement with reports from other studies. For example, results from the Sao Paulo Ageing and Health Study found a dose-response relation between cumulative adversity and prevalent dementia (7) . With regard to cognitive function, few studies have shown an association between cumulative socioeconomic disadvantage and worse cognitive functioning (47, 48) . Lynch et al. (67) discussed similar associations that showed a direct association between sustained economic hardship and cognitive function.
Our results are in accordance with other longitudinal studies that showed a greater risk of dementia/CIND in those with cardiometabolic risk factors (32, (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) . Such risk factors could act as mediators on the pathway between life-course SEP and dementia/CIND. Accounting for them attenuated but did not eliminate the association between high SEP trajectory in particular and dementia/CIND. Results from this analysis are also in agreement with the literature emphasizing the importance of alcohol consumption as a protective factor for dementia/CIND via underlying cardiovascular mechanisms (76) . In this study, participants with high SEP trajectories were 2 times more likely to have consumed alcohol than were participants with low SEP trajectories.
There were few limitations to this study. First, participants had to survive until at least 60 years of age to be eligible. Moreover, because of the longitudinal nature of the study, participants who died or dropped out were likely to be more socioeconomically disadvantaged and to show worse cognitive functioning. Consequently, the observed associations were likely smaller than what they might have been in the absence of such attrition. Second, childhood socioeconomic measures were self-reported, which likely resulted in some reporting bias. To address this concern, we created a composite measure based on various childhood SEP indicators. Third, SEP could be a marker for other unmeasured factors that influence dementia/CIND, such as chronic malnutrition or environmental risk factors, thus possibly contributing to residual confounding. Despite these limitations, to our knowledge, this is the first study to examine changes in life-course SEP and incidence of dementia/ CIND in a cohort of older Mexican Americans followed for over a decade. The current study expands a body of literature on dementia/CIND that is mainly cross-sectional (47) or that lacks SEP measures across the life course (8, 13). Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; SEP, socioeconomic position. a All models were adjusted for age at enrollment in the study. b HHH, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HHL, high childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; HLH, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; HLL, high childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LHH, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LHL, low childhood SEP, high early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP; LLH, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and high midlife SEP; LLL, low childhood SEP, low early adulthood SEP, and low midlife SEP.
The current analysis did not rely on self-reporting of type 2 diabetes and hypertension, which are important risk factors for dementia/CIND. Furthermore, the diagnosis of dementia/CIND followed a thorough multistage process. Finally, even though the overall variability in SEP indicators was generally lower in this population than in non-Hispanic whites, an effect of life-course SEP on dementia/CIND was identified. Therefore, the results may be more pronounced in other racial/ethnic groups where there is more variability in SEP.
Findings in the present study demonstrate an association between life-course SEP and dementia/CIND, further highlighting the fact that neurodegeneration processes are shaped by life-course experiences. This study provides evidence that diabetes and stroke are important risk factors for dementia/CIND and account for part of the SEP-dementia/ CIND gradient. These findings are of crucial importance to US Hispanics because they are increasingly burdened with cardiometabolic risk factors (31, 33 
